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My Yacht yacht

This 50 feet beauty is equipped with two new Volvo engines D9 575 HP, 
new teak deck, sun tent and swimming platform Ultimate safety issues 
are met with GPS, plotter, VHF radio system and all the safety 
equipment meets or exceeds the safety standards set by the Greek 
Ministry of Merchant Marine (life rafts, EPIRB, life jackets, fire 
extinguishing equipment, etc.).

 

The Yacht can accommodate 10 passengers and 2 crew members for 
daily cruises and sleeps 2 guests. It has 2 double bed cabins (master 
bedroom and crew bedroom), 2 toilets and a sitting room with sofa, 
while outdoor areas are ideal for either sunning (on FORE DECK and 
BACK DECK) or relaxing in the shade on the BACK deck sitting area.
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Ithaca & Kefalonia hopping 
around cruise

Some of the most exceptional secluded bays are just around the corner, 
many of them in the channel between Kefalonia and Ithaca, North 
Kefalonia, and just across Fiscardo on North Ithaca, including charming 
village Kioni or Frikes.
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Private
8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 1.900 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 1.950 €

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Ithaca island cruise

Three easy steps to fall in love with Ithaca…Swim, eat, take photo with 
the background of 5 islands.There is a famous Greek poem about 
travelling through life with Ithaca as a symbol of your final destination. 
Surely this Ionian pearl won’t leave you indifferent. Dive in the crystal 
water, walk the steps of Odyssey, live the mythical Greece.
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Private
8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 2.200 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 2.250 €
sami, 

kefalonia 2.750 €
agia efimia,

kefalonia 2.650 €
poros,

kefalonia 2.900 € 

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Atokos & Ithaca cruise

Experience the Atokos and Ithaca island through the best cruise options 
in the Ionian sea.Meet the island that you will adore after because 
Atokos is the real (private) paradise, still available to nature fans. To 
complete the day visit the picturesque village of Kioni or Vathy, Ithaca 
Island and then with more swimming in Ithaca bays… What else to ask 
from one day
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Private
8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 2.300 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 2.350 €
sami, 

kefalonia 2.850 €
agia efimia,

kefalonia 2.750 €
poros,

kefalonia 3.000 € 

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Lefkada cruise

Lefkada cruise is one of our most popular tours. We will take you to see 
the most beautiful beaches of Lefkada and to swim in its memorable 
blue waters. Beaches of Lefkada are sometimes not accessible by land 
roads because of its steep rocky cliffs that stand above the sea, that’s 
why yacht charters are the best way to explore Lefkada’s sea “secrets”.
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Private
8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 2.300 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 2.350 €
sami, 

kefalonia 2.850 €
agia efimia,

kefalonia 2.750 €
poros,

kefalonia 3.000 € 

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Kefalonia’s must swims cruise

The best of Kefalonia! Stay impressed with dazzling white pebbles in the 
hidden paradise of the North-West coast. Make a splash at some 
famous spots, explore the most beautiful Cephalonian village – Assos or 
just enjoy the colourful scenery from a lonely fish tavern in Agia Kiriaki 
bay. If you still haven’t heard about the magnificent blueness of 
Cephalonia, you will probably become the one who talks about it, so 
don’t miss to take a swim.
 

Kefalonia is an island in Greece that is known for its dramatic coastline 
and stunning beaches. The island has something to offer for everyone, 
whether you’re looking for a quiet sandy beach to relax on or a more 
adventurous spot for swimming, sunbathing, and exploring.
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Private

8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 2.200 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 2.250 €
sami, 

kefalonia 2.750 €
agia efimia,

kefalonia 2.650 €
poros,

kefalonia 2.900 € 

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Atokos - Kastos - Kalamos cruise

It’s time to meet Greece as it was a long time before mass tourism. Visiting Atokos – Kastos 
– Kalamos islands is the best way to do that. Out of thousands of islands in Greece, of 
which 227 are inhabited, dozens are private, but only on a few, it is allowed to sail around 
and moor, like on the paradise of Atokos, only 4 miles from Ithaca. Calm, protected bays, 
literally crystal clear waters and amazing colours, one church, one house and… goats.
 

Atokos is a great introduction to the beautiful natural scenery that comes with islands of 
Kalamos and Kastos and a channel between them. Green, white, blue, caves, bays 
alternate all the way. It’s time to meet Greece as it was a long time before mass tourism, 
islands without cars, perfectly clean, quiet, tasty food, sea and sun, thick pine trees, 
unusual wild landscapes. A tough decision where to anchor for a swim stop. No wonder it 
was a favourite getaway for Onazis and Jacky O!
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Private

8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 2.550 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 2.550 €
sami, 

kefalonia 2.750 €
agia efimia,

kefalonia 2.750 €
poros,

kefalonia 2.950 € 

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Meganisi - Scorpios - Lefkada cruise

Take it all of your stay, Meganisi – Scorpios – Lefkada cruise. Ithaca’s north bays, our first 
swim stop, are famous not only for exceptional waters and nature, but also for the unusual 
view of many surrounding islands and the two of them we will also visit – Meganisi & 
Lefkada.Sea caves are important attractions in Meganisis and the famous Papanikolis 
Cave is a must see, since it’s got it’s fame because it was used as a hiding place for one of 
the most successful Greek submarines – “Papanikolis”, during World War II.



Meganisi picturesque villages are known for the all-day siesta & coasts lined up with 
cafeterias and great fish taverns, which would be a shame not to check out. On our way to 
the next bay we’ll pass many small islands Skorpios, Skorpidi, Sparti Lefkadas, Madouri, 
Thilia, and maybe even anchor somewhere. Even though it’s not possible to land on 
Skorpios Island, we can pass by close to see this legendary Ionian island. once a private 
paradise of a shipping magnate, Aristotle Onassis.
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Private

8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 2.400 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 2.450 €
sami, 

kefalonia 3.050 €
agia efimia,

kefalonia 2.950 €
poros,

kefalonia 3.100 € 

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Zakynthos cruise

The best of Zakynthos. We have all heard about Shipwreck bay and Blue 
caves of course… Truly one of the most intriguing and beautiful bays in 
the Ionian sea, and accordingly crowded (to be honest). Luckily 
Zakinthos has many more natural beauties to offer around the North 
part, and finally a lunch break in touristic village Agios Nikolaos. On the 
way back Kefalonia also offers some amazing secluded bays. It’s not a 
competition, just saying…
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Private
8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 3.300 €
Stavros,

Ithaca 3.350 €
sami, 

kefalonia 3.400 €
agia efimia,

kefalonia 3.450 €
poros,

kefalonia 3.300 € 

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter fuel & Vat 24%



Tailor made cruise

Plan your day with the skipper (this can be achieved depending on 
distance and weather conditions). For more details about bespoke 
cruise, rates etc you can contact us to discuss more about.
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Private
8 hours cruise

embark location

Fiscardo,

Kefalonia 1.800 €

+ fuel

High Season

from 15. June

to 15. Sept

Including charter Vat 24%


